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1. INTRODUCTION

Abstract

Respiratory sounds constitute a relevant source of infor-

mation for the investigation of the state of the lungs and

of the other organs, which compose the respiratory system.

As respiratory sounds may be acquired by the easy and non-

invasive auscultation procedure, more relevant information

from lung sounds must be extracted to contribute to the

reduction of the time for screening and diagnostics, con-

sequently increasing treatment efficiency and patient out-

comes. Thus, an automated algorithm developed to recog-

nize abnormalities in lung sounds is important in the clinical

diagnosis and management of respiratory infections such as

Asthma, Pneumonia, Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Dis-

ease and Pulmonary Tuberculosis. Stethoscopes are the

most basic conduits of sound collections, they are cheap and

available. While these devices are good aids for auscultations

they are limited by the inherent inter-observer variability and

subjectivity in the interpretation of lung sounds.

Limitations of the Human Auditory System

Studies were performed in order to test the human ear’s

capability to detect abnormal lung sounds in auscultation

signals. The methods used consisted of simulated crackles

and wheezes superimposed on real breathing sounds. The

results indicated that the most significant detection errors

are owed to the following factors.

1. The intensity of the respiratory signal: deep breathing

masks more crackles than superficial breathing

2. The type of abnormal lung sound, wheezes or crack-

les: fine crackles are easily recognizable as their wave-

form differs more significantly from that of classic lung

sounds;

Despite this, we still have some way to go before we per-

fectly understand the mechanisms linked to the creation

of breath sounds. By recording and analyzing respiratory

sounds, we will be able to improve this understanding and

establish an objective relationship between abnormal respira-

tory sounds and respiratory pathology. Furthermore, an ob-

jective analysis would enable classification systems to be de-

veloped making it possible to precisely differentiate between

normal and adventitious respiratory sounds. While conven-

tional stethoscope auscultation is subjective and difficult to

reproduce from case to case, these systems should provide

rapid, objective diagnostic help, with better sensitivity and

reproducibility of the results. Moreover, applications like di-

agnosis evaluation, monitoring, and data exchange through

the internet are natural complementary tools to objective

and automatic auscultation sound analysis. Sensory devices

will enable long-term monitoring of patients at home or at

the hospital. This could also be a useful solution for less-

developed countries and remote communities. In addition,

this type of system has the great advantage of keeping aus-

cultation non-invasive and affordable.

Mechanism of breathing

Normal breath sounds are produced by the air flow through

the trachea-bronchial tree. However, not all types of airflow

produce breath sounds. Only turbulent and vorticose airflow

generates breath sounds. Airflow moves parallel to the walls

in a parabolic shape as the air in the central layers moves

faster compared to the peripheral layers, with little or no

transverse flow. Thus, there is little mixing or collision be-

tween gas layers. Laminar flow pattern follows the Poiseuille

equation.

Lungs Auscultations

Definition

Lungs auscultations is the process of listening to lung

sounds, usually with a stethoscope by physicians and nurses.
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It can reveal abnormal sounds such as wheezes, rhonchi

and crackles (rales). They can be recorded by any digital

stethoscope available in the market. Some of the leading

brands include 3M Littman ’ s stethoscopes series, Med-

itron, ThinkLabs and our T-Scope. These devices have

varying properties such as amplification, sensor mode( i.e

Bell/Diaphragm modes) and sampling rates. Some of them

have extra modules for signal preprocessing(primary) and

transmission. A specification for our platform includes Blue-

tooth transmission mode and a standard earphone jack.

The transmission mode from the recording devices avails

an interface to powerful secondary preprocessing devices

such as Android phones or a PC, or even facilitate shar-

ing. The lung auscultations can be done from various chest

positions(trachea/anterior/posterior locations) and the in-

put style can single channel or multichannel depending on

the application.

The auscultation signal is compressed into a standard

Waveform Audio format (WAV) 16Bit or 32Bit, depending

on the device, which can be shared across various devices.

Our dataset includes lung sounds recorded at different posi-

tions of the chest i.e Trachea, Anterior left, Anterior Right,

Posterior Right, Posterior Left, Lateral Left, Lateral Right

and includes both single channel and multichannel acquisi-

tion modes.

Primary preprocessing includes device builtin algorithms

that filter auscultations by eliminating any noises before

transmission. This primary preprocessing process has been

referred to as precision filtering, where by frequency alter-

ations are performed to achieve a sophisticated understand-

ing of the audio, by some digital stethoscope vendors.

Secondary preprocessing is an independent and recursive

process for analyzing the auscultation signal. [1] It includes

resampling, signal splitting and padding and extraction of

features. Extraction of features is done using some of the

Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) techniques such as

Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs), Filterbanks

and Fast Fourier Transform(FFT).

Auscultations Signal Preprocessing

Introduction

Preprocessing involves reading of raw audio(WAV format)

files that have been transmitted by the auscultations record-

ing devices and preparing it as an input to a Convolutional

Neural Network(CNN) [2] for classification. It comprises of

steps for processing the signal by resampling 44.1kHz to

22.05kHz and converting the 24Bit samples to 16Bit. It

is then copied to 5s long buffers, and are split into multiple

segments while applying zero padding to fill the rest of the

buffer. [3] The augmentation technique applied are audio

stretching(up or down) and shift techniques.

Slicing

Slicing is extracting portions of the signal by respiratory

cycles i.e split the audio file into samples per respiratory cy-

cle. This stage is only used for labelled signals as to catego-

rize whether the auscultation is normal breathing or contains

crackles or wheezes or both. It is a process that is guided

by a clinical expert in respiratory diseases. One of the most

important challenges to note is that it’s not possible for all

samples to have the same cycle length. Once the model has

been deployed into real life application. Slicing is not used

but rather split and padding which has been discussed in

another section.

Other than different lengths per sample, the audio WAV

files have different encoding standards depending on the

recording device. Some devices compress WAV files into

16Bit PCM standard while others use the 24Bit standard.

For efficient performance of our model, resampling was per-

formed to standardize the audio files to 16Bit. This stage is

preceded by resampling.

Resampling

Different recording devices in the industry have varying

specifications regardless of the standardized output formats.

Our data collection process had all signals stored into WAV

file formats, however, the sampling rates were different. Ac-

cording to the Nyquist theorem, sampling rate is twice the

maximum frequency of the signal that is being recorded.

This allows for resampling the audio files from the standard

44.1kHz sampling rate to a desired rate of 22kHz to obtain

minimal file sizes as well as standardized input. Resampling

also helps avoid possible numerical errors. The respective

linear interpolation formula used is in mathematically repre-

sented as follows.

Linear interpolation formula

With input y being the signal and n is a value in the

linspace.

The output is a resampled signal that can be placed

into the data pipeline used for the machine learning model.

Another important step in the resampling process is data

augmentation. It is the process by which time slices are

stretched or reduced randomly. The random stretching

factor can be scaled depending on the available dataset.
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This technique effectively generates more testing and train-

ing samples from existing ones by manipulating the inputs

and/or targets in a way that retains their relation thus helps

generalize the model and avoid overfitting and underfitting

problem.

Splitting and Padding

Split and pad are applied while preparing the data set

but a crucial stage for both dataset preparation and field

evaluation. It is a technique for splitting the auscultation

signal of a given length x into slices of length t. With our

dataset, the longest signal was about 20s and the slices of 5s

were obtained. However most signals had a shorter length

and hence padding was applied to fit them into a desirable

length.

1. Crackle 2.Wheeze

Figure 1.2 Padding on slices spectrogram above.

The data is stored as float arrays to allow for mathematical

manipulations to enhance the signals further for machine

learning.

Fourier Transform

Short-Time Fourier-Transform (STFT) is done on the re-

sampled frame to calculate the frequency spectrum i.e N-

point FFT. N = 512. FFT decomposes the signal into a

series of the following form

Where is a sample long analysis window, and is the length

of the Discrete Fourier Transform(DFT). The periodogram-

based power spectral for the speech frame is given by:

Filter Banks

Filter banks are computed by applying triangular filters on

fourier transformed signal segments where a window function

is applied to each segment which controls the shape of the

frequency responses of the filters. We care more about what

happens at lower frequencies than at the higher frequencies.

Frequency(f) be converted to mel(m) and vice versa using

the following equations:

m = 1125log10(1 + f / 700)

f = 700(10m/1125 − 1)

Twenty six triangular filters are created and is spaced

based on the mel(m) scale.

Filer Bank on a Mel-Scale

This is calculated using the following mathematical

formula:-

Sample filter bank
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Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC)

Filter banks generated are sometimes highly correlated

which is not suitable for deep learning algorithms. To erad-

icate this, Discrete Cosine Transform(DCT) is done which

expresses a finite sequence in terms of a sum of cosine func-

tions oscillating at different frequencies. DCT has its ap-

plications in audio compression. The 13 resulting cepstral

coefficients for filter banks are retained while the others are

discarded i.e. we are keeping the low frequency mfcc.

General equation for 2D DCT

Where

Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficient

Adventitious lung sounds

Crackles These explosive and discontinuous adventitious

sounds generally appear during inspiration. They are char-

acterized by their specific waveform, duration and location in

the respiratory cycle. A crackle can be characterized as fine

(short duration) or coarse (long duration). Crackles usually

indicate that there is a pathological process in the pulmonary

tissue or airways. “ Coarse ” crackles occurring during the

beginning of inhalation indicate a chronic bronchial disease.

When occurring in the middle of inhalation they indicate

bronchiectasis and when at the end of inhalation, they are

generated by the peripheral bronchi and could be a sign of

pneumonia. “ Fine ” crackles are generated by the periph-

eral bronchi. They are symptoms of infection or pulmonary

edema. “ Coarse ” crackles sound like salt poured into a

hot pan, while “ fine ” crackles sound more like Velcro strips

being slowly pulled apart or a bottle of sparkling water be-

ing opened. Crackles are important identifies for Pneumonia

and Pulmonary Fibrosis

Wheezes This is a continuous adventitious musical sound.

Acoustically, it is characterized by periodic wave forms with

a dominant frequency usually over 100Hz and lasting over

100ms, thus always including at least 10 successive vibra-

tions. Wheezes are usually associated with an airway ob-

struction resulted from various causes. If the wheeze essen-

tially contains a single frequency, it is classed as monophonic;

polyphonic wheezes contain several frequencies. A wheeze

can be located at the site of an anatomic obstruction or

can be diffused in cases of asthma. Recommend placing the

stethoscope over the trachea to determine its type and avoid

listening to the signal across the chest, which acts as a low-

pass filter, thus preserving more signal bandwidth. Wheezes

show obstruction and are important identifiers for Asthma

and Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease.

2. MACHINE LEARNING MODELLING

Convolutional Neural Networks(CNN)

The processed signal is ready for modeling , we applied

Convolutional Neural Network(CNN), since it performs best

in image classification tasks and the mfccs we generated

were images. The CNN was implemented using tensorflow-

keras, it provides faster implementation and supports GPU

training.

Train & Test Sets

It is a good practice to have a test set in Machine Learning

tasks as it helps evaluate the model accuracy. The dataset

was split into a train test split ratio of 0.20 and were a

follows;

Dataset

Label Training Set Test

Normal 6064 771

Crackles 6040 378

Wheezes 7270 184

Crackles & Wheezes 6572 112

Model Architecture

The model is made up of 12 convolutional layers which

are trained to activate the feature maps. Maximum pooling
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layers are then applied to reduce feature maps resolution, a

batch size of 128 was used.

The structure is as follows:

Convolution layer with filter size 7 x 11and 128 feature

maps

Maximum Pooling with pool size 3 x 3

Convolution layer with filter size 5 x 5and 256 feature

maps

Maximum Pooling with pool size 2 x 2

Convolution layer with filter size 1 x 1and 256 feature

maps

Convolution layer with filter size 3 x 3and 256 feature

maps

Maximum Pooling with pool size 2 x 2

Convolution layer with filter size 1 x 1and 512 feature

maps

Convolution layer with filter size 3 x 3and 512 feature

maps

Maximum Pooling with pool size 2 x 2

Convolution layer with filter size 1 x 1and 512 feat ure

maps

Convolution layer with filter size 3 x 3and 512 feature

maps

Convolution layer with filter size 1 x 1and 512 feature

maps

Convolution layer with filter size 3 x 3and 512 feature

maps

Maximum Pooling with pool size 2 x 2

Convolution layer with filter size 1 x 1and 1024 feature

maps

Convolution layer with filter size 3 x 3and 1024 feature

maps

Convolution layer with filter size 1 x 1and 1024 feature

maps

Convolution layer with filter size 3 x 3and 1024 feature

maps

Maximum Pooling with pool size 2 x 2

Flattening

Fully connected layer with 4096 Hidden units

Dropout of 50%

Fully connected layer with 4 Hidden units and Softmax

activation function

Relu activation function was applied on each convolution

and fully connected layers. With Relu the forward and back-

ward passes are much faster while retaining the non-linear

nature of the activation function required for deep neural

networks to be useful.

Validation/Accuracy & Confusion Matrix

Accuracy measurements has been done by visualizing a

confusion matrix for both training and testing set with com-

bination of recall, precision score and f1-score.

Training set Precision Score, Recall and F1-score

Preci-

sion

Re-

call

F1-

score

Sup-

port

Normal 0.92 0.94 0.93 6036

Crackles 0.89 0.95 0.92 6036

Wheezes 0.91 0.91 0.91 6036

Crackles and

Wheezes

0.95 0.87 0.91 6036

Accuracy 0.92 24144

Macro Average 0.92 0.92 0.92 24144

Weighted Average 0.92 0.92 0.92 24144

Test set Precision Score, Recall and F1-score

Preci-

sion

Re-

call

F1-

score

Sup-

port

Normal 0.95 0.94 0.94 762

Crackles 0.89 0.92 0.94 379

Wheezes 0.93 0.93 0.93 182

Crackles and

Wheezes

0.94 0.90 0.92 110

Accuracy

Macro Average 0.93 0.92 0.93 1433

Weighted Average 0.93 0.93 0.93 1433

Confusion Matrices

Test set confusion matrix
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Training set confusion matrix

Conclusion

The auscultation is the most common technique used by

physicians to evaluate lungs, becoming a routine part of the

clinical examination. However, this technique is a subjective

process and lung sounds are non-stationary, complicating the

tasks of analysis, recognition, and distinction. Therefore,

with the emergence of machine learning and artificial intel-

ligence, we are solving the problem by developing an auto-

matic identification and classification systems that can help

to overcome these limitations.

The Identification and classification of recorded respira-

tory is can be an adjunct to chest auscultation as a diag-

nostic aid in both clinical and research settings. We found

that computerized respiratory sound analysis offered a rel-

atively high level of sensitivity and specificity. The overall

accuracy for the detection of abnormal respiratory sounds

using computerized lung sound analysis was 92%.
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